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A world peace is one of harmonious and wonderful event that occur in life of human
being. It is known as an international peace that all over the world, human being concerned with
this phenomena. We can promote a world peace through each other especially our good
behaviors. Peace can promote through our good deeds in ourselves and to the other people, and
by helping each other in the pleasure cooperation can gradually in the world and our well being
personality. Through peace we can achieves our knowledge, naturalist, health, happiness, and
longevity.

For me although it is hard or impossible for us to have a world peace, we must not be
hopeless. It must begin within us to have peace until the world progress to have peace. We
achieve and to improve world peace to accepting or include everyone inters of races, religion
nation and gender. In terms of races we must not choosing or selecting a kind of races of people
though they belong to the lower class of races for we to improve peace accept any individual
treat well and respect them in a good way and as precious gold, in terms of religion we must not
argue with other religion cause we own our religions we claim that we have our own rights but
for the sake of world peace let us devoid that can ruin in these cases we united collaborated in
good deeds to have peaceful in our lives in terms of nation we must league the so called nation to
promote peace, freedom, dignity and the absent of war and in terms of gender whatever genders
o human being we must warmly accepted them for we to have peace

